Meeting
58th NKForum Minutes
Wednesday 12th May 2021
4:00pm - Zoom
Item Description
1

Apologies – non received

2

Matters arising – none.
Previous minutes were signed
Update on Survey –
and discussion on where further push should be directed
including drop-in sessions. Di shared her screen to
demonstrate the survey results. At the weekend there
were 120 respondents with more coming every week.
Some 35% have not left any contact details. Di ran
through the responses. She explained that it is appears
that there is a huge amount of misunderstanding. Many
don’t want any development which is understandable.
The vast majority of responses were, however, very
supportive. A lot of focus on the Kingsgate development.
We may need to further explain our policies to minimise
misunderstanding.
Glens’ great narrated
presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2X7o-UrHg - requests to post far and wide. Di explained that
the Kingston Society had asked for some input and we
should include a link to the video. John explained that
CARA was also circulating details to their membership.
Asa offered to send TARAK the details.
Date for next meeting with consultant will be late June after
the consultation period expires to share and discuss
feedback. We will try to obtain a meeting time early evening to
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Action Whom
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allow councillors who work full time to attend.
6

7

8

Further discussion on 84 LHR and the potential for local
listing - consideration of the request from Kingston Town
CAAC as new local information has come to light - the
owners passed away within days of each very
recently. They also owned the adjacent property, Vista
House at 86-88 LHR, so likely more contentious PAs will be
coming our way in due course. Discussion ensued and
David explained he was wary of designating other
areas. He went on the explain that residents
expectations are rarely met. We need more discussion.
AOB:
• Di will contact Barry Lomax to determine when
Canbury Car park will come up.
• Malcolm raised the issue of the builders yard at 2a
Lowther Road. The business runs at night and the
noise at night is an issue. He has contacted
Environmental Health. It is subject to a planning
application. It was suggested that the planning
department should be asked to undertake
a noise assessment at night.
Next meeting: 9th June 2021 on Zoom
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Attendees: Malcolm Porter, Marilyn Mason, John Parrish,
Jonathan Rollason, Asa Backman, Saphina Sharif, Cllr
Katrina Lidbetter, Cllr David Cunningham, Diane Watling,
Howard Sheppard.
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